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Appendix 1 – Patient contact preferences during Coronavirus pandemic

Patient contact preferences during Coronavirus pandemic
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Appendix 2 – Patient Experience Questionnaires

2018 Questionnaire
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2020 Questionnaire
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Appendix 3 – Patient Experience Questionnaire Free Text

2018 Questionnaire Free Text Responses
Any further comments?
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

My heartfelt thanks to [the team]. The care my husband received was quite humbling to witness. Of all the
aspects of his care you guys took the time to list, to explain and to care. Thank you.
It’s not the drugs or the treatment that make it worthwhile, it’s the staff. The interest they take in all patients,
the support given and the humour and light-hearted atmosphere in clinic. It’s a pleasure to attend.
At the heart support/ palliative care clinic I have been able to discuss my concerns and fear about my health
conditions with dedicated and empathetic clinicians who listen and helped to alleviate pain in my spine and
legs with medication and they explained so much of the things I was worried about. I am grateful for their
help. While I have been attending this clinic my condition changed and I was nauseous and vomiting daily. The
team managed to help with this to control my sickness. My GP had said there was nothing he could give me
because of the medications I was on. I am so pleased for all they have done for me at the heart failure support
team.
The service had made all the difference. My husband had responsive, co-ordinated, timely and co-operative
care from the team. It is a great relief to me that my husband’s death was comfortable and dignified. The
knowledge of this will help me to accept his passing without trauma. I cannot thank [the team] enough.
The doctors and nurses of this service are of much more importance to them as a patient than could be
expressed buy the box ticking questionnaire. Contact by telephone always brings support and help. To know
they are there is like having a reliable, knowledgeable, loving friend. This help is making my remaining days of
life easier and less daunting than otherwise.
I am not aware of any co-ordination between cardiology, GP surgery and palliative care team. But this
supportive care teams clinics provide some comfort.
I suffer from AL amyloidosis and have stage 3 heart failure, so I feel this is the norm, but this service has helped
me.
[The team] have been very supportive and helpful. The improvement in my quality of life has been
tremendous. Although there is not cure the improvement in how I feel is marvellous.
I am very grateful for the service provided. Thank you.
It took a little too long for the [furosemide] infusion to be fitted which was frustrating and almost catastrophic!
Once fitted care was excellent. The care provided by individuals involved has been exceptional in terms of
their professionalism and personal care.
My only criticism of the service is that they do not seem to use the main hospital compute system so that my
letters are incorrectly addressed with the wrong spelling, and that letters from the consultant/ nurse do not
seem to get to my GP, so that changes on my medication are not recorded.
Once I go on the driver at home it does make an excellent improvement, nurses are always on time and always
give a good service. Even though I had different nurses they have all been good. [The team] are always there
when you need them. They are out the same day and will sort you out within hours. They work hard between
them.
Furosemide not mentioned
Before seeing the heart failure team I was ready to give up. I almost sat back waiting to die. But they helped
me understand how to deal with it and want to live.
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2020 Questionnaire Free Text Responses
Is there anything particularly good about your experience that you would like to tell us about?
• Quick response from any telephone message left. Excellent rapport with [the team].
• When seen helpful and very easy to chat to. I don't ever like to complain about being unwell I just dislike
talking about myself and just try to get on with it.
• The information given on my condition and advice given was really helpful.
• [The team] does listen with a sympathetic ear and does do [their] best to solve any problem I have
sometimes even if it is only in the shape of a referral the referrals appear to work.
• If I've got a problem one phone call and the ball is rolling straight away to solve my problem. It could be
a home visit arrange bloods but I know it is taken care of for me and I don't need to worry.
• I felt abandoned. Now at least I feel someone is listening!
• [The team] have been excellent to all my needs and are very supportive to my wife.
• Since the team have supported my mum her health has greatly improved. Thank you.
• I have not experienced supportive care.
• The level of care and genuine interest in me as a patient and as I was before my heart went wonky!
• Friendly, supportive and made me feel at ease.
• The experience my husband has had from [the team] has been a blessing. I don't know what we would
have done without [them]. In fact they have become more friends and very easy to speak to. They are a
credit to the heart failure clinic.
• I have the utmost appreciation of the care team; particularly [the team member], who has visited me at
my home, many times. Thank you!
• Stop pain feet hands
• Not being admitted again after 5 days of being released after pneumonia. Only being in hospital for 3 days
with pneumonia!! Then being told she had only months to live at the time my wife was at her lowest.
• Referred to this clinic around March? Feeling a lot better had home visits from [the team]
• [The team] always listen to me and "think outside the box", suggesting things to improve my quality of
life.
• Being able to talk to someone who listens to you.
• One thing I would like to tell you is the way [the team] always seemed to find the time to explain things in
simple terms for my benefit and for that I will always be grateful. It has helped me better understand my
condition.
• The nurses are very caring and listen to me problems.
• [The team member] of all the others was very, very supportive. [The team member] was excellent contact
to have.
• My husband is now in palliative care at home, thank you.
• I have only had one appointment – very satisfactory discussion – followed up concerns about my
parkinsonism and have and appointment at the end of the month.
• Before COVID the service and support was excellent. The staff and consultants were very caring and
supportive. COVID put a stop for most of this although contact was still possible by phone, so I’m very
grateful for that.
• Happy with all care.
• I always feel much better after contact and my wife feels the give her information/ support when needed
• [The team] were very kind gentle and supportive
• Having care provided at home and an easy way to contact the team for help has been and continued to
be invaluable
• No continuity
• I find everybody very caring
• Very responsive to issues. Fell supported and excellent access to medication which has been very lacking
at GP level (poor access to GP during pandemic)
• I have not sent back as I do not remember having any particular support from a support team. I did have
help from hospital for a few weeks with care and dressing and preparing meals but no other support.
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How could the Supportive Care service be changed to improve your experience?
• Be available.
• Not too sure what the situation would be should I require support for my husband after 18:00hrs or on
weekends. Need more information re: O.O.H.'s support.
• I don't think it can.
• Could they provide either a small dog or a good looking chap about 35 who likes older women - I'm only 80!
• In my husband and I experience we would like to see the heart failure clinic open at weekends on a rota basis
(i.e.) Sat / Sun. We had an experience one Saturday morning when my husband didn't feel well and I was at a
loss who to phone, eventually I spoke to a doctor who didn't know my husband’s history which was
very scary. If the heart failure clinic had been there we would have been reassured and the situation sorted. I
think with the world moving in 7 day week in all aspects today we both feel there is a need for this clinic, not
just for us but for all the heart failure patients - thank you.
• It's rather a long way to walk to the clinic (and e.g. to x-ray, phlebotomy) and I don't like to use a wheelchair.
• I'm not sure.
• In my case - none.
• I can't think of anything to be changed at the moment.
• Contact with the supportive care service has stopped. No contact has been made to check on current status.
Staff are very good but not maintaining contact with me at all (commented no appointment for some time/
2 years on front of sheet).
• I would like the service to return to pre-covid excellence and one to one contact resumed.
• More money.
• Only if they could wave a magic wand!
• A separate session for my family to understand more about palliative care and end of life.
• Very happy with current care.
• Continuity of care, no regular contact. I’ve initiated the contact 3 visits. No follow upon bloods tests. No phone
calls as scheduled.
• The clinics are too far from the entrance from someone with limited mobility as I have at the moment. The
waiting time to see the cardiologist at heath was so long I almost gave up as my wife was waiting parked up in
the heath park for two hours by that time.
• More frequent appointments would be appreciated.
• I always enjoy having a coffee and chat with the carers.
• It’s OK.
• Access service nearer to home. Helped when clinic was at hospital more local to home.

If you felt the time between contacts with the service is unsuitable, please can you explain why?
• Always on annual leave.
• We talk through the contact times, it suits us both. I know that support and advice is available during the day
time, I do wonder about O.O.H.'s support.
• I know I can contact team easily if I need to. Thank you.
• I've not had a problem.
• Knowing that contacts between apps is possible all has been great and I try to keep everyone happy!
• Too infrequent.
• I am visiting the clinic on a monthly give me more confident knowing I am being kept an eye on with genuine
care.
• I would like to be seen more often.
• For me the 3 months between appointments was reassuring and I felt I was being kept safe. Now that we
seem to be beating COVID I hope we can return to this.
• I’d love to have more regular contact but I do realise they do have other patients to support – many probable
in much worse states than I.
• Is it once a month, once every two months or only if you ring. No-one reads the notes that include the surgery.
???
• Seeing someone more often would boost my confidence.
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Appendix 4 – Costings Overview
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